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SINGULAR LANGMUIR-HINSHELWOOD REACTION-DIFFUSION 
PROBLEMS: STRONGLY NONISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS* 
JOSE M. VEGAt 
Abstract. The steady state reaction-diffusion problem for a permeable catalytic particle is considered, 
when the reaction rate is of the Langmuir-Hinshelwood type and the activation energy is large. It is shown 
that there are multiple solutions for the Damkôhler number belonging to a certain interval. An arbitrarily 
large number of solutions appear for symmetric particles: (a) in two dimensions if the adsorption effects 
are sufficiently important and the reaction order is negative, and (b) in three dimensions. An asymptotic 
analysis provides approximate analytical expressions for the response curves and for the multiplicity bounds. 
1. Introduction. Let us consider a catalytic decomposition of the type A-> 
Products in a permeable particle. For the chemical reaction to be catalyzed by the 
solid, the reactant A must be adsorbed at the walls of the pores of the particle. This 
adsorption-reaction process may be modelled by a kinetic law of the Langmuir-
Hinshelwood type. The governing equations are obtained from the principle of 
continuity applied to the reactant and to the enthalpy. After suitable nondimensionali-
zation, they may be written in the form (see Aris [1]) 
'
2
* -• ^ c
n
cxp(y(t-D/t) d c j dc 1 (d t j dt\ _. 
dx x dx 3 \dx x dxl fi\dx2  x) {l+ü: acexp(-f a( í- l)A)}P 
where c >0 is the concentration of A, t>0 is the temperature and x is the distance 
to the center of the particle. The particle is assumed to be an infinite slab, cylinder 
or a sphere (/ = 0, 1 or 2 resp.) and only solutions having the same symmetry as the 
particle are considered. In addition to the symmetry condition at the center, 
/4 ~x dc dt ^
 A . (1.2) -r = -r = 0 atx=0, dx dx 
Robin type boundary conditions are imposed at the surface 
(1.3)
 c r ( i - c ) = ^ > v(X-t) = ^ at* = l. 
dx dx 
The parameters /3, y, ya, Ka, v and a are positive, while the reaction orders n and p 
are assumed to be n, p ^ 1. 
The observable reaction rate per unit volume, i//, which is given by 
*=«-€), 
is of physical importance because it gives the intensity of the particle as a sink of 
reactant. The curves (^-4> (for fixed values of the remaining nondimensional para-
meters of the problem) are called response curves. 
System (1.1)—(1.3) has received considerable attention in the chemical engineering 
literature (see [1], [4], [5] and references given there). It adequately represents CO 
oxidation over platinum catalysts, which is the main reaction in automotive pollution 
abatement efforts. There is experimental evidence that the oxidation of several 
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hydrocarbons, such as ethylene and propylene, over noble metal catalysts may be 
represented by similar models. 
Numerical computations of (1.1)—(1,3) were made by Carberry and Hutchings 
[2] and by Schneider et al. [3] for n =p = 1, and by Smith et al. [4] for n = 1 and 
p = 2. Their results suggest that (1.1)—(1.3) has multiple solutions for <î> in a certain 
interval if y *$ exceeds a certain critical value or if Ka is sufficiently large and n <p. 
Pereira and Varma [5] gave lower and upper bounds of the multiplicity interval; 
the former appeared to be too conservative for large values of Ka. 
An asymptotic analysis of the limit y - ¡3-+ oo for Arrhenius kinetics (p = 0) was 
made independently by Urrutiâ and Liñán [6] and Kapila et al. [7], [8]. For the 
Dirichlet problem {a = v = oo), they showed that the response curve is S-shaped in 
slabs and cylinders, while for spheres it has a spiral shape (as in sketch 3 in Fig. lb), 
with an arbitrarily large number of solutions for certain values of <I> and sufficiently 
large values of y • /3. 
The limit y •/3-*0 and Ka-*<x> was consideredby Vega and Liñán [9]. For 
cr =
 v = oo and the slab geometry, it was shown that iji depends monotonously on $ 
iin^p while the response curve is S-shaped if n <p ; for cylinders (spheres) <ï> depends 
monotonously on if/ if n ^p (n ^ p + (11 -V2)/7) and the response curve has a spiral 
shape otherwise. 
In this paper, (1.1)—(1.3) will be analyzed in the limit 
(1.4) f-j8->oo, j8 = 0( l ) . 
Additional assumptions about the order of magnitude of the parameters are 
(1.5) er,-->oo, ^ , ^ = 0 ( 1 ) , 
v v 
as taken from their usual values in practice. 
In § 2, (1.1)—(1.3) is reduced to a simpler problem with boundary conditions of 
the Dirichlet type, which is analyzed in detail in §§ 3-6. The results do match with 
those of references [6]-[9], namely, the response curve is S-shaped for / = 0, / = 1 and 
n^p or / = 1, n<p and Ka sufficiently small, while it has a spiral shape if / = 1, n <p 
and Ka is sufficiently large or if / = 2. Finally, the results of §§ 3-6 are used, in § 7, 
to analyze (1.1M1.3). 
2. The Dirichlet problem. When the concentration and temperature are non-
dimensionalized with their values at the surface of the particle, the boundary conditions 
(1.3) become of the Dirichlet type. To attain this reduction, the following variables 
and parameters are used: 
(2.1) 
«
 C
 T l ^ Ja
 Q ($CS 
Cs *5 ls ls ls 
, exp(y„(r,-l)/r t) ,2_d l2 »-i k" exp (y(ts - l)/ts) 
Kacs ' * * c ' (* + 1)P 
where cs = c(l) and is = t(1). (1.1)—(1.3) is then written in the form 
d2yidy_ l/d2TJdT\ , (k + l)py" e x p ( y ( r - l ) / D ( 2 2 ) £y l^^^/d^T idT\ 2(k  (
' ' dx2 x dx p\dx2 x dx) * {k+yexp(-ya(T-l)/T)}> 
(2.3) ^ = ^ " = 0 a t ^ = 0 , y = T = l atx = l, 
ax dx 
where the boundary condition at x = 1 is a consequence of the definition of y and T. 
The observable reaction rate is now defined as 
/dy\
 =(A 
\dx/x=i cs 
(2.4) (A = (/ + l) 
The boundary conditions (1.3) and the so-called Prater relation, 
(2.5) r = l + 0 ( l - y ) , 
which is easily obtained from the first equation of (2.2), lead to the following 
expressions for cs and ts : 
As we shall see in detail in § 7, the response curves i// -4> of the Robin problem 
(1.1)—(1.3) may be obtained, via (2.1) and (2.4)-(2.6), from the curves (//-<(> of the 
Dirichlet problem (2.2)-(2.3), which will be analyzed first, in the following sections. 
The relation (2.5) allows us to write (2.2)-(2.3) in terms only of the concentration y : 
fid-yV 
yff(l-y) 
+/5(l-y)> 
/ yfl 1-y) \ y
 MïT^U^ )' 
(2.8) &) = 0 a t * = 0 > y = i atx = l. 
If il/ = 0(\), then cs_1 ~t, ~ 1 (see (1.4), (1.5), (2.6)) and 
as will be assumed in §§ 3-6. This may be no longer true for if/ sufficiently large. But 
for (/r » 1, @ « 1 and y@ = O(l), the response curve is given, in first approximation, by 
™ ,2 1r¿-,ir»í(1+P)Y~"~V * \2^P(-(r+PyaWa+|g)) 
(2.9) * - - < * + !) ^——j ^ — ) ,
 ( i ^ / ( 1 + . )2 ) 
where 
(2.10) / n p ( M , 2 )= f 2 7 ^^ F r f W , 
Jo OA+W) 
as may be obtained by an asymptotic analysis of (2.7)-(2.8) (see Murray [10]). 
Observe that jcfi < yji is a quantity of order O (1) for i¡/ e [0, oo[. 
3. The ignition regime. This regime describes the branch OA of the response 
curve in Fig. 1, and corresponds to the distinghished limit <f>2~i(/ ~(yj3.)_1. When the 
expansions 
(3.1) 0 2 = (r/3)-1Ao(i + ( r i3 r% + . • •), 
(3.2) y = l-(r/3r1go-(r/3r2((2i3-a)(l+go) + ^ - 5 1 + i 3 g 1 ) + - - - , 
l + yqff 
a=pTTr-n 
FIG. 1. Sketch of the response curves for the Dirichlet problem (2.7)-(2.8). (a) Slabs and spheres, (b) 
cylinders forn>p (curve 1), n <p and yu -* oo (curve 2) and n<p and ¡x^O (curve 3). 
are inserted into (2.7)-(2.8), g0 and gi are found to be given by 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
go +/JC_1go = -Ao exp (go), gi,(0) = go(l) = 0, 
gï+jx^gi =-A 0exp(go)gi-2go 2 , 
gi(0) = 0, j8gi(l) + 2 i 8 - a = « i . 
The problem (3.3) has been considered in a number of works, beginning with Endem 
[11]; see [1] and [12] for further references. It is well known, in particular, that (3.3) 
may be reduced to a canonical initial value problem by use of the appropriate variables. 
This is a consequence of the invariance of the differential equation and the boundary 
condition at x = 0 under the continuous group of transformations 
(3.5) A0-»a?Ao, g0-»go + 2a2, x^axle "2x. 
In the new variables, 
(3.6) <tfo = - ( / + l)*go, 0o = Aox2expgo , s = g o ( 0 ) - g o , 
which are chosen to be invariant under the group and to take meaningful values at 
x = 1, go = 0 (see (3.9) below), (3.3) is written as 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
—— =i-j + ( 1 + / ) —, — = 2(/ + l ) So, 
as coo cis coo 
Iim — = Iim — = 2(/ + l) a s 5 ^ 0 + , 
5 S 
aio = - ( / + l)gó(l), 0o = Ao at5=g0(0). 
For / = 0 and 1, the initial value problem (3.7)-(3.8) has the solutions 
7=0: - = = = y ~ = e 'argChfc ' ) , 
y = l: û,o = ^ s/2«o = 8(l-e- s / 2) , 
while for / = 2 no closed-form solution of it is known (see Steggerda [13] for precise 
numerical results). It is easily seen that, for / = 2, the solution of (3.7)-(3.8) spirals 
around the critical point (CÜ0, 0O) = (6, 2) of the phase plane as s -» oo. A graph of the 
curve COQ-OO is given in Fig. 2. 
FIG. 2. The curves (Ú0-6Q satisfying (3.7)-(3.8). 
The linear problem (3.4) can also be reduced to a canonical initial value problem 
because, again, the differential equation and the boundary condition at x = 0 are 
invariant under the group (3.5). If <5i is not properly chosen, (3.4) becomes singular 
when A0 equals any of the relative extrema of the function 0O = 0o(s). A proper choice 
of <5i is made if, for example, it is taken as an unknown by imposing an additional 
condition on gi. We chose the additional condition 
(3.10) gi(0) = 0 
which is invariant under the group (3.5). 
When using the variables 
(3.11) <oi = - ( / + l)*gi, «i = gi, 
which are invariant under (3.5), the problem posed by (3.4) and (3.10) is written as 
dcoi ,2 oil . 2 W i , n de 1 on 
—- = ( 1 - / )—+ (1+/) + 2£üo, ~7-= , 
as (ÚQ Ù)Q as ú)Q 
h m
 2 = -hm-2 = -—; ass->0 , 
4(/ + l)s ,s 3+ / 
(3.12) û>i = - ( / + l)gi(D, »i = gi(D ats=go(0). 
For 5 -» 00, the following asymptotic behavior is found: 
• - n ftl1 1 Ai 1 
7
"
U :
 (s ' lns)"*1 , {s2\nsf lf 
y = l: >16, —->-l, 
/ = 2: wi->0, 0i-*-4. 
Now, from (2.4), (3.1), (3.2), (3.9) and (3.12), the following parametric representa-
tion of the response curve is readily obtained: 
(3.13) ^2 = (r/?r1^o(5){l + (r/3r1[2^«a+^1(5)] + .--}, 
(3.14) ^ = (yj8r1aio(i) + (rj8)"2[(2/S-a)ûio(s) + /S«i(i)]+- ' ' 
where s = go(0). The upper multiplicity bound, or ignition limit, (f>E is the value of 
<f> which is obtained for s=sh where si is the value of s at the first maximum 
of the function 60 = 00(s) (s¡ = 1.187, 1.386 and 1.608 for 7 = 0, 1 and 2): 
4>\ =0.879(r/8r1[l + (yj8)"1(2j8 - a -0.952/3) + . • •], 
^?=2.000(rjSr1[l + (r/3r1(2jS - a -0.910/5) + • • • ] , 
0?=3322(y0r 1 [ l + (y0)~1(2j8 - a -0.869/3) + • • •]. 
The concentration profile for a point of the response curve, i.e. for a value of s 
in (3.13M3.14), may be also found from (3.2), (3.6), (3.9), (3.11) and (3.12). It is 
given parametrically by 
y = i - ( r i 8 ) - 1 ( 5 - s ) - ( y /8 r 2 [ ( 2 i 8 -a ) ( î - s ) + j8(î-s)2 ] + - • •, 
p 0 (s ) ] 1 / 2 r ( l z £ ) l * m -n 
The asymptotics (3.13)-(3.14) break down as s-»oo, which occurs, in Fig. 1, as 
one ascends the segment IA for 7 = 0, 1, and as one approaches the point A for 7 = 2. 
Since this breaking down occurs, for 7 = 2, at a position which approaches A as y/3 -> 00, 
the maximum number of solutions of (2.7)-(2.8), i.e. the number of turns of the 
response curve around A, is expected to increase for increasing values of y/3. 
4. The extinction regime. The solution in this regime provides the part PC of 
the response curve in Fig. 1. The asymptotic analysis to be used here is of a type 
which is well known in the combustion literature (large activation energy asymptotics, 
(3.15) / = 0 
/ = ! 
(3.16) 7 = 2 
see Clarke [14]), and quite similar to that presented in [6], [7] and [8] for Arrhenius 
kinetics. For the sake of brevity only the results will be given. 
A typical concentration profile consists of three separate parts: a reaction region, 
for \x -Jtr|~(y/3)_1, where y ~(y/3)_1, an internal equilibrium region, for O^x <xr, 
where y@y vanishes to the leading order in (y0)_1, and an external frozen region, for 
xr <x ^ 1, where y ~ 1 and the reaction term vanishes to all algebraic orders in (y/3)-1. 
Matching between the reaction and frozen regions yields 
(4.i) ^^A^Aoti+ír/sr^i+'-a 
(4.2) <A = 7 ^ - if/ = 0, * = ^ if/ = l, ^ = 7 ^ " if / = 2, 
1-Xr mXr 1-Xr 
where 
/ 2 - 2 / 
(4.3) A0= 2 
2(/ + l) An 
jtrV2AoAnp Anp 
s 2j(\+PYBnp , P(\+P)An+2tP+pyapAn+2tP+l 
°i = /. + 
(4.5) Anp=fnp(fi,<x>), fnP(v,z)= I u eXf ~" ¿u, 
Jo (JU.+WJ 
«.-rwM* 
(4.1) and (4.2) give <£2 and i¡/ in terms of the reaction region location xr and can be 
seen as a parametric representation of the response curve ijf -<f>. (4.1) shows that, for 
7 = 1 and 2 there is a minimum value of <£, corresponding to xr = e - 1 and xr=l 
respectively, and given by 
2Anp \ y/3 \ Anp / / 
y = 2 : , | . ^ ? ( l + i - ( 2 ( i + ^ n p + ^ ( 1 ^ ) A ^ + ^ A — ) + - • •). 
^np V 1ÍH * ^np / ' 
For y = 0, </> depends monotonously on xr and its minimum is reached at xr = 0 (negative 
values of xr have no meaning). However, (4.1) has been obtained with matching 
conditions at the left of the reaction region which are valid only if Jtr»(y/?)-1. 
Therefore, the precise determination of the lower multiplicity bound, or extinction 
limit, ((>E, requires us to analyze the problem more carefully if / = 0, as will be done 
in §5. 
For 7 = 1 and 2, the asymptotics (4.1) break down as xr -» 0, which occurs in Fig. 
1 as one descends the segment EC and comes into the middle regimes, which will be 
analyzed for cylinders in § 6. The description of the spiral part AC of the response 
curve for spheres, which is similar to that of the case p = 0 (see [8]), will be omitted 
for the sake of brevity. For / = 0, 1 and 2, the analysis above remains valid when xr 
approaches 1, as may be easily seen; therefore, (4.1)-(4.2) give the upper branch of 
the response curve in Fig. 1 also for <£2-»oo. 
The concentration at the center, y(0), is determined below from a more detailed 
analysis of the equilibrium region. For matching purposes we need the asymptotic 
behavior of the solution at the left of the reaction region, which is given by 
(4.7) n = l: z =exp ( ^ j ( f - ^ ^ ) + < > ( l ) ) + O( r0)- 1 asf->-co, 
(\-n I 7Â v2 / ( l -n) 
(4.8) n > l : z = {-^ yj
 + 1° £ + *(£)) + O(y0)-1 a s f^ -oo 
where 
a r
1 / ^ 1 \ 
' U z v/lp(M)Z)/ z' 
p
 l WA1P s/flp(fi,zy 2 + V A 1 P ' 
The inner variables in the reaction region, z and £ are 
(4
-
10) z =
 (TT^y' ^ Û T ^ " ^ 
4.1. Concentration at the center of the particle. For simplicity in the presentation 
we consider only the spherical geometry, / = 2. It is necessary to distinguish two cases: 
n = 1 and n > 1 . 
If n = 1, the concentration is exponentially small in the equilibrium region. (2.7) 
and the boundary condition at x = 0 may be written in this region as 
<4
-»> fr^-'+OVU $-0 au = 0, 
where z is given by (4.10) and 
<-O3?V£( I + <*>"T-> 
Since z vanishes to any algebraic order in (y/3) * in this region—see (4.13) below— 
0(z2) can be ignored in (4.11), whose solution is then 
(4.12) z=z(0)C1Sh£. 
Matching of (4.7) and (4.12) yields 
where the definition (4.10) of z has been taken into account. A0, 8U ap and bp are 
given by (4.3) and (4.9). (4.13) shows that, if fi -»0, 
v ( 0 ) ~ e x p ( - ( i _ ^ p A i p ) . 
Since ¡JLpAlp -»0, the concentration at the center takes extremely small values if ¡JL is 
small (i.e. Ka is large). This fact explains the numerical difficulties encountered by 
Pereira and Varma [5] in this regime. 
If n > l , (2.7) and the boundary condition at JC=0 may be written, in the 
equilibrium region, as 
(4.14) ^Ç+lfJEu»,,- „o(0) = 1) o i ( 0 ) . 0 
where 
( „ v(n+D/2 rr~ 7 7 ^ 2 ) ^(y(0))in-1)/2d + O(a)) 
and a = (yp)~\ {yp)~l\n{yp) or (yp)2/a~n) depending on whether K n < 3 , n = 3 
orn >3 , as obtained by higher order matching considerations. 
The solution of the initial value problem (4.14) becomes unbounded as r\ 
approaches a certain value r\r = rjr(n). The asymptotic behavior of v0, for r\-*r\^ is 
found to be 
/ 2 ( t t + 1 > l v l / ( n - l ) 
(4.16) Vo = \^W{7]r~r¡)) (1+ 0(*?r-*?))• 
Matching of (4.8) and (4.16), via the definitions (4.10) and (4.15), yields 
y^-irTl (53) »'*» 
5. Extinction for slabs. The part #D of the response curve in Fig. 1 will be 
described now. The concentration profiles are to be as those encountered in § 4. The 
equilibrium and reaction regions will be coupled and a detailed analysis of the former 
will be necessary to calculate the response curve, which will be described in terms of 
the concentration at the center of the particle. We shall distinguish two cases, n = 1 
and n > 1. 
5.1. The case n = 1. The response curve will be described in terms of the para-
meter 
(y/?)3/2y(Q) 
(1+/3)2 ii ' 
Then if/, <f>2 and the location of the reaction region xr are considered as unknowns. 
We shall seek the expansions 
\dxJx=1 yp yp 
(5.2) #>_A^,+tl!!JÉ + i + . . . ) , 
where A2 is given by (4.4). A part of the matching conditions among the three 
regions is anticipated in the form of the expansions (5.1)—(5.3). 
Equilibrium region. When using the variables 
_ (yjg)3/2 y , _ Y<3 
W
 ( l + i 3 ) 2 ^ ' * (1+/3)2* 
(2.7) and its boundary conditions at x = 0 can be written as 
w(0) = f, H>'(0) = 0 . 
A o
 ÍA ( j . x w J.* ln(y/3) , 2g2 + (p2 + jLt2 + 2p^+p)tv2 , \ 
This initial value problem has a closed-form solution. Its asymptotic behavior for large 
£, i.e. for large w, is found to be 
(¡?(2wt2 1 fJL+p/ t \ 
i = v y i n T - i 7 + " 4 ^ f r 2 + " ' ) 
- î»M)^( l n 2î î : + . . . ) + J_(0t+£) !^ + . . . ) + . . . y 
yp 2 \ t ) y(3\ 6 / / 
Reaction region. Equation (2.7) can be written as 
in terms of the variables z and £ given by (4.10). This equation can be solved by 
quadratures. After introducing the appropriate constants of integration for the match-
ing with the equilibrium region to be possible, the following asymptotic behaviors are 
found: 
t P i j . j . ap M j . a i
 A
 l n 2 ( v P ) 
(5,5)
 _iîiM)^vPln2+...)+^(?(H_Y/V2+.--) 
y0 \ 2 V A0 / y0 \ 2 \A0/ / 
as z -> 0, 
. * 6p , . «x ln2(yff) 
V2AoAlp V2A0 Vy/8 y(* 
(5.6) _!5L<rf> ( £ * = + . . . ) 
, 1 /j3(l + /3)AoA3p+pyai8A()A3,p+1-g2AoAip-a3 \ 
+
 yfi\ (2AoAlp)3/2 2 + . . •; + •-. 
as z -»oo 
where Anp, ap and bp are given by (4.5) and (4.9). Matching of (5.4) and (5.5) yields 
"°
+vSr-^(n'+ln(f))' aiè-^ 
Two additional relations involving a\ and a2 are not written here; they would be 
necessary only if higher order terms in the expansions (5.1)-(5.3) were considered. 
+ • 
Frozen région. Since the second member of (2.7) vanishes to any algebraic order 
in (y/?)~\ for xr ^x ~ 1, (2.7) and the boundary condition at x = 1 are written as 
(5.8) ^ = 0, y(l) = l . 
Matching between the solution of (5.8): 
, -x+c-. , („!^+ |+ . . . ) 
and (5.6)—via the definitions (4.10) and (5.2)—leads to 
(5.9) V2£X7P-I, ^-hJl+f-^, 
From (5.7), (5.9) and (5.10) we get 
Ao = ( 2 A l p r \ 5 1 = 2^ 1 = ( 1 + / 3 ) V 2 ^ V , 
2/jipAlp AXp AXp 
(A2 = - ( l + ^ ) V Â ^ ( a p + 6 p + V ^ ? l n ^ ) . 
A further substitution into (5.1) and (5.2) gives a parametric representation of the 
response curve, which is as the branch BD in Fig. 1. The minimum of S2, corresponding 
to tE = (2A l p)3 / 4(l + /3) V 3 p - 4 ) / 4 , gives the extinction limit 
(5.10) 
2Alp \ yp 
2/1 
(5.1D +^(*<1+^+"-*^+r7T 
yp \ Aip Aip 2fM Aip 
-2(l+^)VÂ^(ap + 6p + V^?ln^)) + . • •). 
5.2. The case n > 1. The analysis is similar to that of the case n = 1. The response 
curve is described in terms of the parameter 
t = y(0)e-3/2', 
i{/,<f>2 and xr are expanded as 
(5.12) ^ = ^0 + ^  + . . . , <¿2 = A-2Ao(l + eSi + - - - ) , xr = e(fr + - • •) 
where A is given by (4.4), and 
ii\ +fi)2\ 2^n+1)/(3n+1) 
In the equilibrium region, (2.7) and the boundary conditions at x = 0 are 
d w A0wn /H x dw 
- ^ = _ ( 1
 + . . . ) , w=t, Tc 
where 
(5.13) -772- = - V d + ---), w = i, — = 0 at£ = 0, 
-3 /2 y - 1 
w =e y, 4 =e x. 
The asymptotic behavior, as w -> oo, of the solution of (5.13) is 
(5.14) C^{^f{cnt- 0 i j
, ( l - n ) / 2 ,n + l -(3n + l ) /2 )/2 _ f W I W ^ 
n - 1 3n + l 
where 
/•OO 
1/2
 ¿ w 
f 
/ n + 1 i \ - l / Cn=J (W -1) 
In the reaction region, (2.7) can be written as 
in terms of the variables z and £ given by (4.10). The asymptotic behavior, as z -»0, 
of the solution of (5.15) is 
*V2 + . 2 J¿Tr¡¡?
 (1_n), Ç
 n - l > 2A0 
/ 2«! / (« + V \ 3 / 2 -<3„
 + l > / 2 , \ . 
+el37TTl^Â7~i z + • • • ) + • • • • 
Matching with (5.14) yields 
l(n+l)flP _ Jl-n)/2 _ A o _ , n + l 
Y
 2A0 (n + l)/Lr 
The asymptotic behavior, as z -»oo, of the solution of (5.15) is 
Í _ V 2 A ¡ ^ n(2AoAnp)3/2¿: + , , , r , , , • 
In the frozen region, (2.7) and the boundary condition at x = 1 are again (5.8), which 
has a solution 
y =JC +et/r1(jt - 1 ) + - • • . 
Matching with (5.16) yields 
(5.18) V2AoA„p=l, ^1 = i r = a1 + ^ ; 
(5.17) and (5.18) give i(/i, A0 and 8i in terms of t. A further substitution into (5.12) 
leads to the representation of the response curve: 
ZZAO 
The minimum of <£2, corresponding to 
te = ((« + l)(n - l ) V 3 p A ^ ) 1 / ( 3 " + 1 ) + • • •, 
gives the extinction limit (¡>E. 
6. The intermediate regimes for cylinders. The concentration at the center of 
the particle, y(0), was close to 1 in the ignition regime, and it was small compared 
with (y/3)-1 in the extinction regime. Intermediate values of y(0) will be considered 
now. The distinguished limits y(0)~ 1 and y(0)~(yj3)_1 will be treated separately. If 
fi ~ y& the response curve differs only quantitatively from that of the Arrhenius 
kinetics case, and the solution is unique in those regimes (see [7]). We shall consider 
smaller values of /¿, i.e., ¡JL =o(y@). It will be assumed that ($ =0(1) to simplify the 
presentation of the analysis. 
6.1. Lower intermediate regime. In this regime, the concentration at the center 
is 
y(0) = y0»(vl3)-1 
and <t> is such that the parameter 
<*n -2 yg-" (l+jg(l-yo))2 / (r+pyq)jg(l-yo)\ (6
'
1} a
 =ÏWÏW tf e X PT l^(l-yo) ) 
vanishes to any algebraic order in (y/3)-1. 
The concentration profiles consist of two regions. In an inner core, the inner 
variables 
* * yff(y-yo) 
6
 a
 Z
 ( l+0( l -y o ) ) 2 
are used to write (2.7) and the boundary conditions at x = 0 as 
(6.2) can be solved by quadratures. Its asymptotic behavior, as f-»oo, is found to be 
(6.3) z=41n<r-21n8 + --- + (y0)~1(4^^1n<r + - ••) + ••• . 
\ yo / 
In an outer frozen region, y —JC — 1, the second member of (2.7) is exponentially 
small. When taking into account the boundary condition y (1) = 1, the solution in this 
region is found to be 
(6.4) y = l + 0 — + • • • . 
Matching with (6.3) yields 
(6.5) ,_8a±áíipa£(i+i=f+...), 
(6.6) a = - e x p l — -¿ J(l + ---) . 
8 \ 2(l+/?(l-y0)) y0 / 
Substitution of (6.6) into (6.1) leads to 
(6
'
7)
 *
 =
^ T e x p l 2(l+0(l-yo))2yo - i + / 8 ( i - y o ) J ( 1 + '-,)-
(6.5) and (6.7) describe parametrically, through y0, the branch AS in Fig. lb, and 
show that the response curve is monotonous—and therefore the solution is unique—in 
this regime if n >p\ if n <p, there is a minimum value of <£, i.e., a lower multiplicity 
bound <t>m, which corresponds tp y0m = V(p - «)/y/3+ • • ' • 
6.2 Upper intermediate regime. The response curve will be described in terms 
of the parameter 
(1+ff)2 , m 
r = — — y(0), 
y£ 
and <£2 will be such that 
vanishes to any algebraic order in (y/3)~\ As in § 6.1, the concentration profiles consist 
of two regions. In an inner core, (2.7) and the boundary conditions at x = 0 are written 
as 
<6-9> ê + 7 l = 7 £ T : 7 ( 1 + 0(^1))' 2=T' £ - ° at¿ = ° 
dÇ £ dÇ (/Lt+zr «£ 
in terms of the variables Ç = jc/â and z = y/3y/(l +i8)2. 
The asymptotic behavior of the solution of (6.9), as f-»oo, is 
(6.10) z=e(T)(lnf-c(r)) + 0(l). 
In a frozen region, y ~ A: ~ 1, the second member of (2.7) is, as in § 6.1, exponentially 
small. The solution in this region is given by (6.4) again, and the matching with (6.10) 
yields 
(A = 2 ^ L ( é ( r ) + 0(r-1)), 
(6
-
n) á 2 = e x p(-(T$f¿)-2 c ( T ) +° (^)-
Substitution of (6.11) into (6.8) leads to 
(6.12) ^ i v f i r ^ ^ - ^ + ï ï ^ - ) + 2c(r) + 0(fi)). 
The analysis of the functions b =b(r) and c =C(T), in the Appendix, shows that 
there are multiple solutions in this regime. The response curve is as that in sketch b 
of Fig. 1. Observe that the number of solutions is arbitrarily large for sufficiently small 
value of fi and cf> = (¡>c, where (¡>c is posed by (6.12) with (b, c) = (6C, cc). 
7. The Robin problem. The Robin problem (1.1)—(1.3), under the assumptions 
(1.4)-(1.5), will be analyzed below. For the sake of brevity, only the spherical geometry 
(/ = 2) will be considered. The response curves, which are as those sketched in Fig. 
3, are obtained from the results of §§ 3-4, via the transformations defined in § 2. 
FIG. 3. Sketch of the response curves for the Robin problem (1.1)—(1.3) in spheres and d<3 {curve 1) 
ord>3 (curve 2). 
7.1. The ignition regime. This regime appears as i// ~ <t>2 ~ {y(3)~l. A substitution 
of (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6) into (3.13) and (3.14) yields the following parametric rep-
resentation of the response curve: 
(7.1) 0> 2 a+KaY 
yP 
i o ( 5 ) C X p ( - ^ ) ( l + o ( l ) ) , 
- (Oo{s) 
4 = —r=- ( l+tf(l)) . 
yp 
This representation shows that the response curve in this regime has the same shape 
as that of the Dirichlet problem. The ignition limit 3>j is obtained by differentiation 
of (7.1); it corresponds to s = s¡ +0(1), where s¡ is the smaller root of the equation 
v-\ (7.2) Oo(sI) + -^-<oo(si) = 2v. 
A plot of <!>/ vs. v, as calculated from (7.1) and (7.2), is given in Fig. 4. 
7.2. The extinction regimes. There are two distinguished regimes which corre-
sponds to the so-called extinction regime of the Dirichlet problem. 
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FIG. 4. Ignition limit for the Robin problem in spheres. 
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7.2.1. First extinction regime. The first regime to be considered corresponds to 
(//«a. It gives the part AB of the response curve in Fig. 3. A substitution of (2.1), 
(2.4) and (2.6) into (4.1) and (4.2), and elimination of the parameter xr, gives the 
following representation of the first approximation of the response curve: 
*
2
= 
K"a 
Aa+0)2) 
n + l-p 
6Anp(M)V(l+/?r 
where 
exp Mr+ry.)ft(¿íg£ exp(-(*+pt«y>Vi+0(i)) 
H=K~l yP ( yJ_\ U+/8 / ' -^ Tl exp | (1 + jSr r\l+0 
It shows that the solution is unique in this regime if 
(7.3) d = 3(l + pfv <3, (y+pya)P 
while there are three solutions of the problem for <I> in a certain interval ]í>¿, í>í[ 
otherwise. The multiplicity bounds <I>É and <ï> J corresponds to i/f = i/fE and </f = </f/, where 
3(d-l)±y/9d2-30d + 9 
^ = J • 
A plot of the multiplicity bounds vs. d is shown in Fig. 5. 
7.2.2. Second extinction regime. The second distinguished regime corresponds 
to i/r~o-»l. Substitution of (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6) into (2.9) yields, in first approxi-
1000 h 
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FIG. 5. Bounds of the multiplicity interval of the first extinction regime for the Robin problem in spheres. 
mation, 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
where 
^
 = * V + 1 e x p ( - f ) / f \2exp(e(l+£)/£) ;(iii) 2 \i+{j g*p(s/a+e)) ' 
(y+pya)v 
,(*)=f 
Jo 
zndz 
8=Kaexp(-ya), e=—^—, * , U , j o ( 1 + z r 
(7.4) and (7.5), which give parametrically the part PA of the response curve in Fig. 
3, show that there exist no solution if <Í><3?E and two solutions if Í>>4>B, where 3>B 
corresponds to £ = gE, which is given by 
_2_ 2 e 8 g^fi/q+fe)) 
& 1+fe í l (l+fe)2gnp(«/(l+&)) ' 
A plot of <$>E vs. e for representative values of <5, in the case n = 1, p = 2, is given in 
Fig. 6. 
2*|exp(Y-©) 
FIG. 6. Extinction limit for the Robin problem in spheres (n - 1, p - -2). 
8. Conclusions. An asymptotic analysis of the problem (2.7)-(2.8), for y(3 -»oo, 
has been carried out in §§ 3-6. It has been shown that the response curve exhibits 
multiplicity in a certain interval [</>E, <£/]. The response curve is S-shaped for the slab 
geometry, while for spheres it has a spiral shape, as in the case of Arrhenius kinetics 
(p = 0) and large activation energies. For cylinders, it is S-shaped if n ^p or n <p 
and k~l = 0(1) ; for n <p and ky(3 = 0(1) there exists a subinterval of [<f>E, <f>r] where 
the number of solutions is five at least; as ky(3 -»0 the response curve spirals around 
a certain point as in the spherical geometry. Observe that this behavior of the response 
curve matches with the results of [6]-[9]. 
A comparison between the asymptotic values of the multiplicity bounds </>E and 
4>i for / = 0 and 2 (i.e., the two terms expansion posed by (3.15), (3.16), (4.6) and 
(5.11)) and their numerically computed ones, found in the literature, is plotted in 
Fig. 7. Observe that the differences are always under 5% in spite of the moderately 
large value of f /3. 
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FIG. 7. Ignition and extinction limits for the Dirichlet problem in the case n = 1, p = 2, y = 30, /? = .2 
and ya = 0 as calculated in §§ 3-5 ( ) and as taken from [5] (O). 
For boundary conditions of Robin type, (1.1)—(1.3) have been analyzed in § 7. It 
has been shown that the upper part of the response curve, which corresponds to the 
so-called extinction regime, has the same shape as that of the Dirichlet problem or 
contains an S-shaped part, depending on whether the nondimensional parameter d 
(see (7.3)) is smaller or greater than 3. The remaining part of the response curve has 
the same shape as that of the Dirichlet problem. The bounds of the several multiplicity 
intervals are plotted in Figs. 4-6. 
Appendix. The functions T^b{r) and T->C(T) are defined as 
M r ) = l i m ^ Ç , c(r)- l im (in f - ^ ) 
where z = z(£) is given by 
d2z 1 dz_zn exp(-z) _ ¿/z 
dç2+çdç~ (M+Z)P ; Z ~ T ' dC (A.1) ^ + 7 ^ 7 = ,..Lv> > Z=T> " ° a t ^ = 0-
A.l. The limit fi -* oo. As ^ -*oo, it is easily seen that 
M1+"-(~£)--)-
UT p-nt Tin p \ 1 f 8(1 + T)P 
c = ^ + ^ — - In M + - — - ^ - +- ln w +• • •• 4 2 4 \ r 1 + T/ 2 r 
Observe that, for n<p, b=b{r) has a minimum which is reached at rm = 
( V ^ ™ l ) + - . . . 
A.2 The limit fi -* 0. The formal limit ¿¿ -* 0 leads to the (regular) perturbation 
scheme 
(A.2) z =Zo + fiZi + - • • , 6 =ôo + Mèi + - ••, c =Co + ¿£Ci + * * * 
where the leading order terms 
(A.3) bo(r) = lim ^ c0(r) = Km (in f - ~ ) , 
£-*°° in f f-oo \ ôo(r)/ 
/ A n d ZQ \ dzo n-p , . 
(A.4) 3 ^ " h 7 " 1 7 = zo pexp(~z0), 
«£ C d£ 
(A.5) Zo = r, ^ = 0 atf = 0. 
The curves b0-co are shown with solid lines in Fig. 8, as obtained from numerical 
integrations of (A.3)-(A.5), for representative values of n -p. If n-p > 1, (b0, c0)-* 
(oo, oo) as r -* 0; if /i -p < 1, (60, ¿o) -> (60o ¿oc), where 60c and c0c corresponds to the 
solution ZQC of (A.4) which satisfies 
lim(2¿'/(l»-«-p))2/(n-p-1)z(¿') = l. 
This critical point of the curve bo~-c0 is approached with a constant slope if 
n -p ^ 0; if n -p < 0, the curve spirals around the point as r -* 0. 
For -l<n-p<ly there exists a second type of solutions of (A.l). They consist 
of three separate regions. In an internal region, £<C§,z vanishes to the leading order; 
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FIG. 8. The curves r-*(b (T), C (T)) for fx-*0. 
in an external region, £>£o, and z =z0 + o(l), where z0 satisfies (A.4) and 
^o = -T7 = 0 at£ = £0. 
These conditions have been obtained from the matching conditions of the two above-
mentioned regions with a thin region which separates them. The corresponding curves 
bo-Co are shown with dotted lines in Fig. 8, for representative values of n -p. As 
¿o-»0, these curves approach the critical point (boc,Coc)> with a constant slope if 
n-p^O, and with a spiral behavior if n -p <0. 
An asymptotic analysis of the case n-p^-1 shows that the remaining part of 
the response curve is as that of the sketch in Fig. 8, consisting of four distinct segments. 
Observe that the curve b-c has the same shape as that of the case -l<n-p<0. 
The analysis, which is fairly involved, is not presented here for the sake of brevity. 
Only the results of the limiting case n-p = -l are given: 
Segment CE. 
60 + O ( l n e r 2 i f 6 0 * 0 , 
(A.6) b = { 2TÍlne)_1 
60 + I V +0(\nsy2 if60=0, 
b0Co 2r(ln e)~ ^ „ ,_2 . „ , , Co \ J +0(lng) 2 i f 6o^0 , 
bobo 
2rc0(lng)~ 2 Co 77—, + 0 ( lne ) if 60 =0 , 
¿>oCo 
(A.7) 
where 
and 60(r) and CO(T) are defined by (A.3). Observe that the distance between this 
segment and the segment BC is of the order of (In e)'1. In particular, 
-<>-JM+°*-ñ-In ( I / * ) 
Segment EF. 
(A.8) c=\n(b\J^+2v^—^ + 8 ^ — - + 26 - 1 In (2(6-2)2) + 0(*/_1) 
with 6 G ]2,4[ and */ defined by 
( 4 - 6 ) exp (4(4-6)) = 2e~\v +4) exp ((2-6)*/). 
In particular, 
Segment FG. 
cM = 2 In - + 7 In 2 - 4 + 0(ln e)_ 1 . 
6=2+£>(a) + O(elnf0 2 , 
c=2"(ln2e + £ ( « ) + £ l n e + a e + 0 ( s lne))2 
where a e ]-oo, oo[ and £>(a) and ¿? (a) are defined by 
du £>(«) = lim—, E(a) = lim (£>(a)s-w), 
s-*oo ¿JS s-*oo 
rf2w exp (-11) w 
-jT = , hm — In (25 ) = a - dn, 
as s s-^o s 
n - l ( - ! ) ^ 
0 /i-fc 
In particular, 
6m=2 + 1.822e + - • • . 
Segment GH. 
c = ^ ( l n ( | ) + 2 1 n 6 + e ( ^ + l n ^ + rfn + .577) + 0(E2)). 
In particular, 
cm=|(ln(2e) + Vë + 0(elne)) . 
Observe that the asymptotics (A.2), (A.6) and (A.7) break down for sufficiently 
small values of r; a refined analysis of the neighborhood of the point (bc, cc) would 
give the number of turns of the curve b -c around the critical point (which, of course, 
is finite for any small, but fixed, value of fju and increases with ¿¿-1). Dotted lines in 
the case n-p = - 1 correspond, in Fig. 8, to numerical computations of (A.l). 
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